Abstract: Biological snakes' diverse locomotion modes and physiology make them supremely adapted for environment. The special structure of snakes and their unique movement offer them peculiar ability of climbing and moving even in some ill-conditioned environments such as on the marshland or in narrow tubes. The aim of this study is to elucidate a 3-dimensional motion of the snake, sinus-lifting motion, which is a phenomenon observed during rapid motion of the snake. The sinus-lifting creeping motion is an adaptive function peculiar to regular creeping motion, designed to prevent slippage in the normal direction of the body and to allow application of the greatest possible motive force. In this paper, we first discuss the controllability of the snake robot tor analysis of sinus-lifting creeping mode. We utilized a 3-dimensional snake robot model to show the controllability of the robot tbrough the computer simulation.
Introduction
Snake as a biological machine, in spite of its simplicity, performs well in terms of changing ils highly redundant body to adapt to the environment. Several snake-like robots that emulate snakes' motion were developed'". The first serpentine robot was built by Hirose", who recently carried out the gliding experiments on ice to show that the creeping motion is same as the principle of skatingz'. How such mechanisms can locomote in a plane was studied'.'). The snake robot locomotion theory based on Geomemc Mechanics was also discussed for the serpentine robotd'. NEC developed a 3-dimensional motion robot for the purpose of search and rescue for survivors in collapsed buildings", GMD built another 3-dimensional motion robot by tendon-driven mechanism6), and Hirose's group has also developed a 3-dimensional robot equipping with larger passive wheels'). Beside the analysis of the serpentine motion, other movements were also analyzed6.*.4. However, a 3-dimensional motion mode of the snake. "sinus-lifting'' shown in Fig.1 , bas not been well discussed before, except an attempted Figure 1 : Sinus-lifting motion of the snake anatomical explanation") and the qualitative explanation'). The sinus-lifting motion, which is a phenomenon observed during rapid motion of the snake, is an adaptive function peculiar to regular creeping motion, designed to prevent slippage in the normal direction of the body and to allow application of the greatest possible motive force. The aim of this study is to elucidate the sinus-lifting motion mode tbrough a dynamic analysis. In this paper, we first extend the controllability analysis method of the planar snake robotl2) to a 3-dimensional snake robot to discuss its controllability, then build a control loop of the wheel height mounted on each link of the robot together with the shape control loop, for the future analysis of the sinus-lifting creeping mode. Computer simulation has been performed to show the controllability of the robot through a 3-dimensional snake robot model. As shown in Fig.3 , the link vector l i (e is the link length),
Model of a Snake Robot
and eZi E P3 with the angles where Po(= [xo,yo,zolT) is the head position of the snake robot, I f i is the vector from the joint to the wheel, and w ; is the rotation velccity vector.
If we assume that normal direction slip does not happen at the contact point of the wheel with the ground, the following constraint must be established.
where hi = [sin (hi, -cos @i, 0IT, and @; is the absolute angle of the link i mapped onto the XY plane, as shown in 
Control of a Snake Robot
The head of the snake robot, must be possibly controlled to a given position or along a designed path in addition of its creeping locomotion, while the robot performs the sinuslifting motion. For the purpose of the future analysis of the sinus-lifting motion through dynamic analysis, in this paper we first build a contml loop for possible control of the head of the robot and its wheel heights. together with the shape control by oscillating the joint angle. . m e m is
Control of the head positinn and orientation:
where Ao E W X 4 and BO E P'"xz["-l) S' smaller than 2(n -1) for the case n > 2, the system (9) is always controllable"'. Totally, we know that, to make the system controllable and observable, the number of wheels, m, that contact with the ,pund must be controlled for satisfying 4 5 m 5 91 -2.
Control of the wheel heights:

Computer Simulation
In order to show the validity of the control method of the snake robot, we have performed the computer simulation experiments, by using the parameters shown in Table 1 . The motion time is set to 5.0 [sec] while the sampling time is 0.0001 [sec]. In this paper, the wheels without nonholonomic constraints are fixed and controlled in a fixed height as shown in Fig.6 . In the case, the number of the wheels that contact with the ground is 4, and the matrix A = --sin (-s) where a 0 is the initial winding angle, L is the curve length of one cycle, s is the curve length along the serpeniod curve, respectively. Fig.9 shows the example while a0 = -7119, L = 2. and s = t. While oscillating the head of the snake robot, the whole robot also oscillates and moves in an nonstraight Line configuration. The head of the robot, however,
can not track a random-given path if constraining the head of the snake robot on the serpenoid curve. shows the simulation results while the wheel height is changed in the rate of (-l)floor(*) * 0.012 * (1.0 -
As seen, the head psitiordonentation of the snake robot and its variable wheel heights are well controlled, and the input U never be zero or the singular straight line configuration is avoided.
Conclusion
In this paper, we formulated the kinematics of a 3-dimensional snake robot and builded a control loop for control of the wheel height of each joint of the robot together with the shape control loop. Then, we discussed the controllability of the snake robot. Through computer simulation, we know that Without the robot shape control, the inputs become zero after few seconds and the robot converges to a straight line; While oscillating the head of the snake robot, the whole robot also oscillates and moves in an non-straight line configuration: With the robot shape control, the shape of the snake robot and its head positiodorientation have been well controlled, at the same time the input U never be zero, if we oscillate the relative angle +2.
In the coming studies, we will model the dynamics of the 3-dimensional snake robot and analyze sinus-lifting locomotion through dynamic analysis.
